EVERY ROOF IS A CRITICAL BUSINESS ASSET.

HERE'S A TOOL TO MAKE YOUR ROOFING PORTFOLIO MORE PRODUCTIVE.

Manage your portfolio right from your desktop
TectaTracker empowers you to take control over your roofing assets so you can be more proactive about planning and budgeting. Ask a customer solution representative to walk you through how to get the most out this online tool. Call Tecta's Customer Solutions Center at 855 ROOF 360 anytime 24/7.

About Tecta America
Tecta America is the largest national commercial roofing company in the U.S. Certified by every major roofing manufacturer, Tecta America has an unmatched reputation for excellence which ensures they can handle any project—no matter how complex. Tecta America has the experience you're looking for, with wholly-owned subsidiaries averaging over 60 years in the roofing business.

Sign Up for a Free Demo or ask us about our Pilot Program
Contact one of our Customer Solutions representatives to arrange for a free demo of TectaTracker at 855 ROOF 360. Or talk to a Tecta rep about incorporating part of your roof portfolio into a pilot program.
TectaTracker is the total roof asset management system designed to meet the needs of today's sophisticated facilities managers. Right at your fingertips, this proprietary software tool makes it easy for you to plan, budget, manage and optimize your roofing portfolio.

More than information. Intelligence.

With TectaTracker, raw data gets transformed into insights and information you can use to help you make better business decisions. Here’s what makes TectaTracker more powerful than other roofing portals:

▲ More robust data with a wider spectrum of reports including topline and facility summaries, portfolio overviews, and roof deficiency reports
▲ Highly trained and certified technicians evaluate your roofs based on consistent, objective criteria
▲ Near real-time delivery of information

Get your roofing budget on solid ground.

Instead of losing sleep over unplanned roofing expenditures, TectaTracker makes budgeting simple and more predictable:

▲ Lets you estimate straight-line roofing expenses to predict capital spend
▲ Tells you upfront which properties require roof repairs or more extensive service
▲ Provides access to roofing maintenance history for any building in your portfolio

Plan ahead. Take control.

TectaTracker is designed to be used in conjunction with TectaPlan or TectaCare, comprehensive roof asset management programs affording customers a higher level of control over planned roof maintenance and capital budgets. By choosing TectaPlan or TectaCare, customers will be able to:

▲ Forecast future expenditures – Trust the know-how and expertise of Tecta’s team of roof estimators to help you accurately plan and budget
▲ Prioritize future projects – Through consistent planned maintenance, you can maintain roof integrity and extend the life of your roof
▲ Smooth out costly spikes – Straight line budgets will help you avoid unplanned replacement costs or downtime that ratchet up costs

Visit our website at tectaamerica.com/tecta-plan to learn more about roof management success stories and the positive impact TectaTracker can have on your roof portfolio.

How TectaTracker works.

All information, including roofing history and inspection photos, is uploaded to the TectaTracker website by trained Tecta America technicians. Updates and repair recommendations are made and documented in TectaTracker, providing you with a real-time snapshot of the current and future conditions of your roofing portfolio.

Visit our website at tectaamerica.com/tecta-plan to learn more about roof management success stories and the positive impact TectaTracker can have on your roof portfolio.